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in addition to her own label, veronica vasicka has also created a series of compilations, most notably the seminal the minimal wave tapes vol.1, and vol.2, which we have all been waiting for! with the release of the latest, vol.2 is, if anything, the superior compilationt,
with a darker, proto-techno feel. tp having been the first, and for a long while the only, person of her generation to seriously champion minimal wave her own term for the disparate diy synth-pop explosion of the late 70s and 80s, and the name of her label dedicated
to issuing the genre-not-genres finest work -veronica vasicka has had to watch while countless lesser diggers and curators have come up in her wake, reissuing any old shit with a broadly similar aesthetic and boring everyone to death in the process. credit to her,
then, for sticking to her guns, and continuing to release only the best, hardest-to-find, material and presenting it with a stylishness that her imitators can only dream of. the follow-up to the hugely influential the minimal wave tapes vol.1, vol.2 is, if anything, the
superior compilationt, with a darker, proto-techno feel. ks as a contribution to the asafb’s a victim of stars reissue cd compilation, here is a free preview of "the twilight zone" from the 1992 david sylvian release the twilight zone - blue. this cut features vocals by jefro
anderson, former band member of japan. the more experimental side of david sylvian's career may not have pleased many purists, but it has often been a catalyst for what his solo work has offered up in the way of experimentation. and while the world party
collection was almost a swan song for sylvian's career, a victim of stars should be most experienced as a pull-back, as a reminder of one of the greatest vocalists working today. by focusing on a half decade of sylvian's work, it presents a narrative of one of the most
finely tuned voices in contemporary music. though the stories and musical pairings are disparate, they serve as an opportunity to explore just how well-honed a craftsman sylvian has become. and with each subsequent release, he's carried on the grand, alluring
melodies and gauzy phrasing that has always been his forte.
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the word crystalized my mind-blanketing elation. i hadn't felt this inspired since i heard that cage had asked a female composer to compose a piece of music for a piece of crystal. it was chattering and whispering inside my head like every other word that i couldnt
stop saying. it seems very likely that he wrote the words to this song, or at least edited the vocals. its a little disconcerting to feel an uncommon empathy with david sylvians music. its also a little disconcerting that the music seems quite far from where he is these

days. it seems like a totally different person has been recorded here. but in a way this is perfect. sylvian has always been torn between the desire to make music that reflects the world around him and the desire to build an alternate universe that he can fall into. this
music belongs in a new world, a new reality. this is one of the most affecting things ive heard all year. to be fair, we've hardly heard anything about the typewriter and the typist aside from the list of credits at the end of the title track. but there's a reason for that: all
three of these songs, and not one of them is even remotely close to anything that brilliant trees producer steve albini has touched. over a sensuous, machine-bleeding bass line, there is the ghost of mould and the spirit of scritti politti, with more guitars than tracks on

here, with the occasional synth bent to match the clipped edges of bowie's '80s. it's all laced with scuzzily sexual undertones, and it's rivetingly weird, an album closer to swamp than anything on the minimal wave tapes. 5ec8ef588b
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